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War for the Overworld is a massive strategy game in which players must challenge the other factions, leading their armies, researching new technologies and planning the defence of their bases.The Overworld is divided into four factions, each with their own advantages and drawbacks, but
all with their strengths and weaknesses. After unifying the world and being left as the only faction standing, the player will face challenges from the other three factions, namely the StarCraft II, the Galactic Civilizations and, an alliance of dark nations, the Clan of Xor. The structure of the
game is based on a 2D engine, as in the popular strategy game 'Warcraft 3', with the only difference being that it has the option to see 3D. In addition, the gameplay is enriched by multiple kinds of missions (based on missions from the Warcraft 3), each with their own set of difficulties. The
game has been designed with huge terrains, with several sub-areas with specific technologies and resources available, to fully exploit the assets of the on-line game. The game features a multiplayer mode with full support for LAN and internet multi-player, support for keyboard, mouse and
controller inputs, and according to server settings, a dedicated game lobby, matchmaking, clan support, and the ability to create and save customized arenas. The full game is available in eight language versions, with the four regions. Key Features: Comes with full soundtrack from the
game Choose from 8 languages Comes with three extra campaigns to play All three campaigns set in the distant future on three different factions System Requirements: OS: Windows XP (SP3) Intel Pentium III 1.4 Ghz, 384MB Ram, CD-RW, CD-ROM Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0Ghz, 512MB Ram,
DVD, CD-RW 4GB of HDD space Media: PC Installation: Multiplayer: Join multiplayer mode with network support and full support for LAN and internet multi-player Support for Keyboard, Mouse and controller inputs Create and save custom multi-player arenas Full support for Local Dedicated
Servers Full support for Master/Game Server system Username Server: Default Settings: Set Game settings for a new game Default game rule settings Reset Latest Match: Set match limits for a new match Game Config

Features Key:
High resolution sounds for quality audio experience
Many different backgrounds from which to select
Up to four people can play at once
Many different monsters, making the game feature variety
Over 50 monster, dozens of enemies, dozens of items, and several special features: auto, jump, mushroom, etc. to make the game more fun to play with
Optionally, the game can be saved and re-played with a different monster, item, or background
Sound effects, musical selection, and background selection using a graphical user interface
Quick save for emergency saving
Multiple choice secret password system for extra game-options
3 different game-modes: Garden mode, Cave mode and Mountain mode
Selection of various monsters for different skill points
Selection of different items for the various points you receive based on your skill level
The Garden mode is the same game as the Bonus and Extra mode, but with similar, more well-balanced items. The Cave mode is more difficult than the Garden mode, while the Mountain mode is the most difficult of them all. Beware of the monsters, as they can progress slowly.
Side quest(s) for extra game-options

Gardens and Girls Soundtrack Requirements

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10
1 GB RAM or more recommended
720 MB of available HD space
Graphics card: DirectX 7.0 or later (DX9 or higher)
Sounds card: DirectX 7.0 or higher

Gardens and Girls Soundtrack Demos

Download the demo to try the game before buying it.

Broken Sword 2 Demo
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